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Direct searches for low mass dark matter particles via scattering off target nuclei require detection
of recoiling atoms with energies of ∼ 1 keV or less. The amount of electronic excitation produced
by such atoms is quenched relative to a recoiling electron of the same energy. The Lindhard model
of this quenching, as originally formulated, remains widely used after more than 50 years. The
present work shows that for very small energies, a simplifying approximation of that model must be
removed. Implications for the sensitivity of direct detection experiments are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of low-mass (usually: m . 10 GeV)
cold dark matter candidates is theoretically interesting
(see e.g. [1, 2]) and experimentally challenging (see
e.g. [3, 4]). The experimental signature for direct de-
tection generally reduces to detection of recoiling target
atoms (“nuclear recoils”), following a scattering event.
Recently, interest in dark matter coupling to electrons
has also increased [5, 6]. However, the present work fo-
cuses on the former situation. For particles bound in a
galactic dark matter halo, nuclear recoil energies are typ-
ically O(keV) or less, due to the galactic escape velocity
v ' 0.002c. The amount of electronic excitation pro-
duced by a recoiling atom is quenched by approximately
×5 or more relative to a recoiling electron of the same
energy. Arguably the best theoretical prediction of this
quenching is given by Lindhard et al. [7]. Most measured
values show good agreement in germanium and silicon,
and decent agreement in argon and xenon.
Experiments such as CoGeNT [8] and CDMSlite [9]
have performed optimized, dedicated searches for low
mass dark matter. The latter uses the Lindhard quench-
ing model parameterization to reconstruct the nuclear
recoil energy of events, while the former uses a slightly
more optimistic variation of the basic model. In both
cases it has been reasonably argued that data support
the choice, and in both cases the energy threshold for
nuclear recoils is ∼ 1 keV.
On the other hand, experiments such as XENON10
[4] and DAMIC [10] have estimated their sensitivity to
elastic dark matter scattering using an extrapolation of
the Lindhard quenching prediction to reconstruct the nu-
clear recoil energy. The necessity of this approach has
arisen from to the combination of single (or nearly sin-
gle) electron detection thresholds along with a complete
lack of nuclear recoil quenching data for such small ener-
gies. The G2 experiments LZ and SuperCDMS SNOLAB
face a similar situation in projecting their sensitivity [11].
At the same time, it is anecdotally known that the va-
lidity of the Lindhard model in any material is question-
able at very low energies. This can probably be traced to
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the cautionary statement appearing in [12] that “at ex-
tremely low ε-values1 , ε . 10−2, the nuclear scattering
and stopping becomes somewhat uncertain, because the
Thomas-Fermi treatment is a crude approximation when
the ion and the atom do not come close to each other.”
The basic problem, then, is that the requisite data
for low energy nuclear recoils are sparse to nonexistent.
With the exception of germanium, reconstructed energies
smaller than a few keV must rely on a model. And, the
most widely used model is most uncertain in this regime.
This article will examine the sources of this uncer-
tainty, undo a simple approximation of the original treat-
ment, and obtain a new solution of the original model in
the energy range of interest for low-mass dark matter,
i.e. ε . 10−2 (generally, E less than a few keV). It is
worthwhile to begin with a very brief summary of the
“admittedly elaborate” original treatment [7, 12, 13].
II. A VERY BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE
LINDHARD MODEL
The discussion in this section gives a broad-brush pic-
ture of the steps leading to the result known to the
dark matter direct detection community as the Lindhard
Model. It owes much to [14, 15], however, the notation
follows that of [7]. Most formulae and their derivations
are intentionally left to the references.
For a recoiling atom of energy E, what portion η of the
total energy loss is given to electrons? The remainder of
the energy loss ν is assumed to be given to atomic motion,
viz. η+ν = E. Unless phonon energy is measured, η is an
upper limit to the available signal in a particle detector.
For simplicity, fluctuations are treated separately and the
model is written in terms of average quantities η¯ and ν¯.
An additional simplification is obtained in the case that
the projectile and target atoms have the same atomic
and mass numbers. The present work therefore focuses
on four materials which satisfy this criteria, and are of
current interest to the direct detection of dark matter:
germanium, silicon, xenon and argon.
1 ε is a reduced energy defined by Eq. 2
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2A recoiling atom of any appreciable energy will un-
dergo a cascade of collisions in its slowing down. Thus,
for a given energy E, the competition between electronic
and nuclear cross sections at all smaller energies con-
tribute to the partitioning between η¯ and ν¯ at the energy
E. The average energy given to atomic motion is ob-
tained by integrating over all possibilities. This physical
picture is described by
kε1/2ν¯′(ε) =
∫ ε2
0
dt
2t3/2
f(t1/2)
{
ν¯(ε− t
ε
)− ν¯(ε) + ν¯( t
ε
)
}
,
(1)
in which
ε ≡ E a
2Z2e2
, (2)
is a dimensionless reduced energy. The details of the
other symbols in this equation are explained presently in
Sec. II A and Sec. II B. The three terms in curly braces
refer to the energy of the target atom after a collision,
the projectile atom before a collision and the projectile
atom after a collision.
Four key approximations underpin this equation:
(A) Ionized electrons do not produce recoil atoms of ap-
preciable energy.
(B) The atomic binding energy u of electrons is negligi-
ble.
(C) Energy transfers to electrons are small relative to
energy transfers to atoms.
(D) The treatment of atomic and electronic collisions are
separable.
Of the four, approximation (B) is the most obviously
troubling in the limit of low energy recoils.
A. Nuclear stopping cross section
The nuclear scattering is modeled as two-body scat-
tering in a screened Coulomb potential, V (r) =
(e2Z2/r)φ0(r/a). The function φ0(r/a) is a single atom
Thomas-Fermi screening function with length scale a =
0.8853a0/Z
1/3. In this equation, a0 is the Bohr radius.
The standard technique is to extend this screening func-
tion to a pair of atoms via a suitable scaling of a. Lind-
hard used a = 0.8853a0/(Z
1/3
√
2), though other slightly
different scalings have been argued.
Classical Mechanics then allows a further simplifica-
tion into that of a single particle moving under a central
potential 2. This can be solved for the orbit equation for
2 I emphasize this elementary step because of its tacit assump-
tion of spherical symmetry − which is of course broken by e.g.
polarization of the medium.
two-body central force scattering, which gives the scat-
tering angle Θ (in center-of-mass coordinates) in terms of
the initial particle energy and the impact parameter. The
nuclear stopping power Sn(ε) is just the average energy
transfer, integrating over all possible impact parameters.
The trick realized by Lindhard et al. was a change of
variables, defining t = ε2 sin2(Θ/2). The nuclear stop-
ping is then defined by an integral over a function f(t1/2)
(cf. Fig. 2 of [7]). To emphasize, what was previously
a function of three variables (Θ, impact parameter and
initial particle energy) is now a function of a single vari-
able, t. Considering that these simplifications lead to the
first solutions of projectile range and energy loss within
a single model, we can perhaps forgive the authors for
referring to their results as the “magic formula” [13].
B. Electronic stopping cross section
The electronic stopping power Se(ε) can be written as
dε/dρ = kε1/2, (3)
where ρ is a reduced range. Velocity proportional stop-
ping is a very generic prediction in most models of elec-
tronic stopping power. However, calculations of the slope
k vary by up to a factor ×2 or more [16]. In this article,
I follow the calculation of [7] (unless noted otherwise),
using
k = 0.133Z2/3A−1/2, (4)
where A is the mass number of the material.
Eq. 3 has been clearly verified for the simplest case of
antiproton stopping [17]. When one looks at a wider ar-
ray of electronic stopping power data for very slow heavy
ions [18], it is clear that velocity proportionality is gen-
erally observed.
A sticking point for the direct detection community
is that most of these models treat atomic electrons as
an electron gas. Since our detector targets tend to be
semiconductors or large band-gap insulators rather than
metals, one might expect a deviation from velocity pro-
portionality. Interestingly, velocity proportionality is still
observed [19] in materials with large band gaps. However,
a non-zero ε-intercept (in the sense of Eq. 3) seen in some
data indicates the presence of a threshold velocity, below
which the projectile suffers no electronic energy loss.
For point-like projectiles, this threshold velocity is
calculable from simple kinematic constraints [20]. For
atomic projectiles, these arguments − which were applied
in [21] − are not applicable. Yet, intuition suggests that
the size of a material’s band gap should directly affect the
low-energy electronic response to nuclear recoils. Within
the context of the Lindhard model, the connection lies in
approximation (B).
To emphasize, velocity proportional stopping is well
established, but strict velocity proportional stopping in
the sense of Eq. 3, with an ε-intercept of zero, is not
3well established. Nevertheless, I follow the assumption
of the original work [7] and assume Eq. 3 holds in the
limit ε→ 0.
C. The standard solution
Analytical solution of Eq. 1 is possible only for un-
realistic (unscreened) atomic potentials. Lindhard et al.
obtained a numerical solution which they parameterized
as
ν¯(ε) =
ε
1 + kg(ε)
, (5)
with k defined by Eq. 3. The function g(ε) is merely
plotted in [7], and a frequently used parameterization,
g(ε) = 3ε0.15 + 0.7ε0.6 + ε, (6)
is given in [22]. In the context of direct detection of dark
matter, one is usually interested in the fraction of energy
given to electrons (“the quenching factor”),
fn ≡ ε− ν¯
ε
=
kg(ε)
1 + kg(ε)
, (7)
in which the subscript indicates that this fraction is for
nuclear recoils.
D. Trust, but verify
As a preamble to studying solutions at low energy, the
validity of Eq. 5 was first verified for the case of germa-
nium. Immediately, one must contend with the fact that
Lindhard et al. did not calculate f(t1/2) for ε < 0.002.
The authors of [14] showed that errors in the nuclear stop-
ping potential can be reduced from > 100% to < 10%
using a Molie`re parameterization of the screening. For
ε < 0.002, I therefore extended the f(t1/2) given in Fig.
2 of [7] using this parameterization, Eq. 15 of [14]. The
transition is smooth and continuous. Note that the Sn(ε)
given therein may be transformed to the desired f(t1/2)
by differentiation of εSn(ε).
The point of this choice is to preserve the original treat-
ment of [7] to the greatest extent possible, while obtain-
ing a reasonable form of the nuclear potential for low
energies. This is not the only reasonable choice, and in
Sec. III D, I discuss the effect of the so-called universal
potential [15].
The residual fractional error in solutions of Eq. 1 was
assessed by the quotient (lhs − rhs)/(lhs + rhs), where
lhs and rhs refer to the left and right hand sides of Eq.
1. This is plotted as a percent in Fig. 1, above the
standard solution (dash-dot curves). One can now see an
additional source of uncertainty in the standard solution
(Eq. 5) at low energies: the residual error grows from
< 5% at ε = 10−1 to about 25% by ε = 10−3 (and, not
shown, more than 50% by ε = 10−4).
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FIG. 1. (upper panel) For germanium, percent error in the
solution of Eq. 1 and Eq. 1′, as defined in the text. (lower
panel) Solutions of Eq. 1 (dash-dot: Eq. 5, and dashed:
Eq. 8) and Eq. 1′ (solid). Note that Eq. 1′ corresponds to
u > 0, as discussed in Sec. III B. The inset scale indicates
values of ε. See also Table I. Data are from [23–26].
III. SOLUTIONS NEAR THRESHOLD
This section focuses on numerical solutions of Eq. 1
near the energy threshold of ionization (or scintillation
plus ionization) detectors. In practice this means the en-
ergy range from a few tens of eV up to a few keV. A
solution at any particular value of ε requires knowledge
of ν¯(ε) at all smaller values of ε, so it is helpful to find a
simple parameterization. While a simpler power law pro-
vides a good solution near threshold, it seems preferable
to modify the standard solution to provide smaller error
and more flexibility. This is accomplished by adding a
constant q to Eq. 5:
ν¯(ε) =
ε
1 + kg(ε)
+ q. (8)
A sufficiently small q has almost no effect on the solution
for E & 1 keV, yet for smaller energies allows a sharp
cutoff (or enhancement, if q were negative) in the energy
given to electrons. This becomes particularly important
in the absence of approximation (B).
The result of solving Eq. 1 with Eq. 8 for germanium
is shown in Fig. 1 (dashed curve), with the parameter
value given in Table I. The quenching prediction is then
given by
fn =
kg(ε)
1 + kg(ε)
− q/ε, (9)
which begins to differ from the standard solution (Eq.
5) below about one hundred eV. At the same time, the
residual error in the solution is reduced to a few percent
across the entire range of ε in question.
4A. Past steps and next steps
The remainder of this section will explore the effects
of approximation (B). Prior to this it is worth making a
few comments about previous work.
Recent calculations by Barker and Mei [27] examine
the Lindhard model, with specific attention to ionization
effects due to nuclear scattering. Essentially, this can
be thought of as questioning approximation (D). Their
results show a large decrease in fn above a few tens of
keV, and almost no change at 1 keV. Their calculations
do not extend below 1 keV.
A comparison between the Lindhard model and the
widely used SRIM code (described in [15]) can be seen
in [28]. This work highlights an important divide: The
SRIM code uses the universal potential [15] for the nu-
clear scattering, which is evidently the most accurate po-
tential for the widest selection of pairs of nuclei. While
the SRIM code is widely used, its predictions at low en-
ergy do not agree particularly well with available data (as
shown in [28]). It is not known if this is due to the choice
of potential (probably not) or rather to the implemen-
tation of the energy loss calculations. The code itself is
not available to scrutinize nor modify, so it is of interest
to see how the universal potential modifies the Lindhard
model. This point has been made previously in a slightly
different context [29]. These effects are discussed in Sec.
III D.
B. Atomic binding energy approximation
In the slowing down of an recoil atom, some of the en-
ergy that is given to electrons must be spent on atomic
binding. The Lindhard model considers average quan-
tities, so the relevant binding energy in this context is
arguably the solid state average energy required to pro-
duce an electron-hole pair. This quantity is well known in
germanium to have a value of 3.0 eV [9]. In the reduced
units defined by Eq. 2, the value is u = 1.06× 10−5.
It can be shown that approximation (B) is removed
from the original Lindhard model by replacing the term
ν¯(t/ε) in Eq. 1 with ν¯(t/ε−u). I will refer to Eq. 1 with
this modification as Eq. 1′. The result of solving Eq. 1′
with Eq. 8 is shown in Fig. 1 (solid curve). The primary
effect is a fairly sharp cutoff in the fraction of energy
given to electrons, at a nuclear recoil energy E ∼ 100 eV.
The % error in the solution increases rapidly at the cutoff
point, because the derivative ν¯′ approaches a constant
value (and cannot keep pace with the decline in ν¯). For
the sake of completeness, note that forcing q = 0 (no
cutoff) results in a significantly larger error.
C. Other target media
Several other target materials are of present interest
in the search for a direct detection of dark matter. The
treatment and conclusions for these materials are not
qualitatively different from those obtained for germa-
nium. Results are shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig.
4, and summarized in Table I. For silicon, u was taken to
be the average energy 3.84 eV [30] required to create an
electron hole pair. For argon and xenon, u was taken to
be the average energy required to create a single quanta
(electron or photon). The values are 19.5 eV [31] and
13.8 eV [32].
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FIG. 2. Curves as described in Fig. 1, here for xenon. Also
shown is a solution of Eq. 1′ with non-standard k = 0.120.
Data are from [33], and with threshold correction from [34].
The noble gases argon and xenon require additional
comment. Data for these materials are consistent with
a smaller total fraction of energy given to electrons than
would be expected on the basis of Eq. 4. This is not
particularly troubling, considering the variety in calcula-
tions of k. As already mentioned, a solution of Eq. 1 at
any particular value of ε requires knowledge of ν¯(ε) at all
smaller values of ε, and this suggests that higher energy
data must provide a normalization for the quenching pre-
diction. Such a normalization is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.
4, where the values of k were chosen by eye to approx-
imately follow data for energies with E & 10 keV. This
approach is reasonable in the absence of significant de-
viation from velocity proportional stopping, as discussed
in Sec. II B.
D. The universal potential
The low-energy behavior of the Thomas-Fermi nuclear
potential, and in particular this choice of screening func-
tion, has long been cited as a weakness of the Lindhard
model. In fact, it is simply an input to the model. Many
different approximations and parameterizations exist. As
mentioned above, the Molie`re potential has been shown
to be an excellent choice for a variety of atom pairs [14].
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FIG. 3. Curves as described in Fig. 1, here for silicon. Data
are from [35, 36].
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FIG. 4. Curves as described in Fig. 1, here for argon. Also
shown is a solution of Eq. 1′ with non-standard k = 0.110.
Data are from [37].
In order to understand the effect of the choice of po-
tential, I solved Eq. 1 with f(t1/2) corresponding to the
universal potential [15]. The universal potential is just
the same Coulomb potential discussed in Sec. II A, with a
slightly weaker screening function φ0(r/a) and a different
length scale, a = 0.8853a0/(2Z)
0.23.
To ensure that the normalization of the solution was
not constrained, I first used a simple power law param-
eterization ν¯ = ε − cε1.18 + q, in which c is a constant.
This function gives a good fit over the range shown in
the figures, with error similar to the cases already dis-
cussed. In the absence of approximation (B), the cutoff
due to atomic binding tends to occur at an energy which
is higher by about a factor ×2.
Based on this, it seemed preferable to use Eq. 5 to
define ν¯ in this case as well. The resulting cutoff pa-
rameter does not depend on this choice to any significant
degree. The error in the solution does increase slightly,
to an average of typically 5% over the range of interest 3.
This is a reasonable penalty compared with the result-
ing simplicity of parameterizing all the solutions in the
same manner. The increase in cutoff energy appears to
result primarily from the factor of about ×2 decrease in
the length scale a.
TABLE I. Values of the cutoff parameter q for solutions of
Eq. 1′ (as described in Sec. III B) with Eq. 8. Values of q
and u are shown multiplied by a factor ×105. The standard
Lindhard model, characterized by q = u = 0, is shown for
comparison. Values of k were calculated from Eq. 4 unless
noted∗. The nuclear potential is either Thomas-Fermi (TF)
or the universal potential of Ziegler (ZU). θ¯ refers to the pre-
dicted average nuclear recoil energy (in eV) to ionize a single
electron.
Atoms q u k φ0 θ¯
Si 0 0 0.146 TF 31
Si 0.46 0 0.146 TF 32
Si 27.9 9.35 0.146 TF 101
Si 40.1 9.35 0.146 ZU 140
Ar 0 0 0.144 TF 253
Ar 0.44 0 0.144 TF 254
Ar 49.4 26.4 0.144 TF 447
Ar 48.8 26.4 0.110∗ TF 544
Ar 73.4 26.4 0.110∗ ZU 676
Ge 0 0 0.157 TF 29
Ge 0.42 0 0.157 TF 38
Ge 3.39 1.06 0.157 TF 101
Ge 8.84 1.06 0.157 ZU 201
Xe 0 0 0.166 TF 224
Xe 0.53 0 0.166 TF 260
Xe 4.20 1.44 0.166 TF 492
Xe 4.02 1.44 0.120∗ TF 618
Xe 7.21 1.44 0.120∗ ZU 821
IV. EFFECT ON DARK MATTER DIRECT
DETECTION SENSITIVITY
In order to assess the effect of these results on the sensi-
tivity of direct detection experiments, Fig. 5 shows hypo-
thetical exclusion limits for spin-independent elastic scat-
tering with (solid curves) and without (dash-dot curves)
3 at energies E & 100 keV, the error increases more significantly.
This may indicate the need for a better high-E normalization,
which is outside the scope the present work.
6the atomic binding approximation. The curves were gen-
erated using the maximum gap method [38]. Assump-
tions include a 1000 kg-day exposure and a background-
free search window from the threshold for ionization of
a single electron up to 1 keV electron equivalent (un-
quenched) energy. This corresponds to a background
counting rate of approximately 10−3 counts/keV/kg/day.
The neutrino floor varies slightly with target [39] and is
not shown for clarity. It attains a peak value at about
σn = 5× 10−45 cm2 at 6 GeV.
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FIG. 5. Sensitivities of hypothetical 1000 kg-day exposure
with a background rate of 10−3 counts/keV/kg/day and a
search window from the threshold for ionization of a single
electron up to 1 keV electron equivalent (unquenched) energy.
As a landmark, a possible signal at CDMS [40] is indicated
by the closed contour. For each material, the dashed curve
corresponds to the first line of Table I, and the solid curve to
the last line.
It is important to note that in liquid argon and xenon,
electronic excitation in the sense of fn results in both ion-
ization and scintillation. At very low energies in liquid
xenon, it appears that nuclear recoil energy partitions
nearly equally into these two channels [34]. In liquid ar-
gon, the lowest energy data point is consistent with equal
partitioning. In calculating sensitivities, I have assumed
the fraction is exactly 0.5 in both of these materials, and
that only the ionization is measurable at very low en-
ergies. The magnitude of the applied electric field may
change these assumptions somewhat.
The basic result of the atomic threshold cutoff in fn is
a sharp decrease in sensitivity to low mass dark matter.
The low mass region of parameter space is compatible
with several putative detections reported in the past few
years. This is because in most of these cases, hints of sig-
nal have tended to appear near the detection threshold.
While sorting out signal from noise (or background) near
detector threshold is a separate problem, interpretation
and comparison of results relies critically on knowing the
actual energy equivalent of a detector’s threshold.
V. SUMMARY
This article has shown that a kinematic cutoff due to
atomic binding energy is an inherent part of the widely
used Lindhard model. This is particularly important be-
cause it is generally recognized that such a cutoff must
exist, but no direct connection to the model existed.
Most previous work has converted a measured detec-
tor response to nuclear recoil energy using the Lindhard
model. The model validity has either been assumed to
hold to the ionization threshold (e.g. superCDMS SNO-
LAB in [11], DAMIC [10]), or an ad-hoc kinematic cutoff
has been inserted (e.g. XENON10 [4] and LUX [41]).
Other kinematic effects may exist. In particular, a non-
zero ε-intercept to the electronic stopping, as discussed
in Sec. II B, would compound the kinematic cutoff. Un-
fortunately, one can only speculate about the likelihood
and magnitude of such an effect, due to a paucity of data.
Perhaps the most relevant data to the present context are
shown in Fig. 4 of [19]. This is because the SiO2 target
used therein is also composed of covalent bonds. Velocity
proportional stopping for helium projectiles is extrapo-
lated to zero velocity in that case, consistent with Eq. 3.
This suggests that a similar response might be expected
for the materials considered in this article.
A full quantum model of atomic projectile range and
energy loss in a solid would be a welcome addition to the
literature. A clue to the complexity of such a task may
be found in the fact that the Lindhard model, as orig-
inally formulated, remains widely used after more than
50 years. In the short term, it is hoped that the present
extension of that model will provide useful guidance for
expectations of the quenching of very low energy nuclear
recoils. Crucially, new low-energy measurements may be
able to discern between the slow decrease predicted by
the original model, and the sharp cutoff predicted in the
present work.
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